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RESUMEN
Este trabajo presenta una metodología para la solución simultánea de los problemas de ubicación de condensadores y
reconfiguración de alimentadores en sistemas eléctricos de distribución radiales, con el fin de mejorar el perfil de voltaje de
la red y, al mismo tiempo, reducir los costos asociados a las pérdidas de energía y potencia. Considerando un perfil de carga
dado, se propone un método de optimización usando un algoritmo genético para determinar el tamaño óptimo, ubicación, tipo
y número de condensadores fijos o conmutables, así como los estados abierto/cerrado de las llaves (switches) seccionadoras
y de interconexión. La formulación del problema considera la minimización de los costos totales, incluyendo costos fijos y
variables de los bancos de condensadores. El método propuesto se ha probado en diversas redes y los resultados muestran
que considerando ambos problemas simultáneamente los costos debidos a las pérdidas se pueden minimizar hasta un 10%
más que tomando dichos problemas por separado. Se presentan los resultados obtenidos en un sistema IEEE de 16 barras
y una red de distribución real de 733 barras.
Palabras clave: Sistemas de distribución, reconfiguración, ubicación de condensadores, algoritmos genéticos.
ABSTRACT
This paper presents an effective approach to simultaneous solution of capacitor placement and feeder reconfiguration for
power-energy loss cost minimization and voltage profile enhancement in radial distribution systems. Considering a time
variation load, an optimization method using a genetic algorithm is proposed to determine the optimal location and size of
fixed and switchable capacitors, as well as the open/closed states of the sectionalizing and tie switches. Reduction of overall
power and energy losses and capacitor costs are involved in problem formulation. The proposed approach is demonstrated
using example systems from the literature and results show that taken into account both capacitor placement and feeder
reconfiguration simultaneously can generate around 10% more energy and peak loss reduction than considering them
separately. Simulations results are presented for a 16 bus IEEE system and for a 733 bus practical distribution network.
Keywords: Distribution systems, feeder reconfiguration, capacitor setting, genetic algorithms.
INTRODUCTION
The pressure to improve overall efficiency has forced
utilities to seek greater efficiency in distributions systems;
communication and computing technology allow remote
supervisory and control of capacitor and reconfiguration
switches. In turn, this allows cost-effective solutions to
loss minimization without any violations of operational
conditions (voltage limits, maximum currents, radial
configuration).
1
2

The problem of loss minimization can be obtained by an
optimal setting of capacitors and feeder reconfiguration.
Capacitor setting is the process to determine capacitor
types, sizes, locations and control schemes; and is the
most widely accepted mean of improving voltage profile,
power factor correction and loss reduction in distribution
networks, but other operational parameters are also
improved, like the peak current flows on network laterals
and the total peak MVA of the system.
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Feeder reconfiguration is the process to determine a radial
topological structures of distribution feeder by changing the
open /closed states of the sectionalizing and tie switches
in order to reduce losses, increase system security and
enhance power quality.
The difficulty to solve the presented problems makes them
to be resolved in an independent way. For this reason most
of the studies handled capacitor setting without considering
feeder reconfiguration or handled reconfiguration problems
without considering the capacitor addition.
Optimal capacitor setting has been investigated since the
60’s, [1-13]. Early approaches were based on heuristic
techniques applied to relaxed versions of the problem. In
the 80’s, Grainger [1] formulated a more rigorous approach
based on a no linear programming model solved by
gradient search, Baran [2] proposed a solution by Benders
decomposition. In the 90’s evolutionary computation
were proposed as means of solving the capacitor setting
problem; Sundhararajan [4] used genetic algorithm (GA)
to select capacitor for radial distribution system, Chiang
[3] proposed Simulated Annealing (SA), Huang [5]
used tabu search, Lai [6] and Lee [7] used evolutionary
programming to solve optimal reactive power planning
problem. In the 2000’s Gallego [9] proposed a hybrid
method draw upon the tabu search, extended with features
taken from GA and SA.
Feeder reconfiguration has been relatively recently
studied, [14-23], due to advanced computing and control
capabilities required for its study. One of the first works
reported was presented by Merlin and Back [14]. It
presents an integer-mixed non-linear optimisation model
that is solved through the discrete branch and bound
method. Due to the combinatorial nature of the problem,
it requires checking a great number of configurations for
a real-sized system
In the 80’s Civanlar [15] used a heuristic method for
the estimation of the loss reduction obtained by a
particular switching option (Switch exchange method),
Shirmohammadi [16] used other heuristic method
based on the switches having the lowest current
flow (sequential switch opening method). In the 90’s
evolutionary computation is also proposed to solving
the feeder reconfiguration problem. Nara [17] present an
implementation using GA, Cheng [18] used a SA approach
and Hsiao [21] used evolutionary programming.
Only a few papers on loss minimization for simultaneous
feeder reconfiguration and capacitor setting had been
presented, [24-31]. In the 90’s, Peponis [19] used a

two steps heuristic procedure, one for obtain a feeder
reconfiguration and other for determine fixed capacitor
size and location, this procedure is repeated until the
two steps produce the same configuration and capacitor
arrangements; Jiang [24] used a two steps procedure too, the
first one employed SA to optimise the switch configuration
and the second one a discrete optimisation algorithm to
optimal capacitor control. In the 2000’s Su and Lee [25]
presented a first approach for feeder reconfiguration and
capacitor setting simultaneously using SA, but they do
not consider energy losses neither capacitors costs; Rong
[27] proposed a cross-iteration optimization method, by
alternately performing feeder reconfiguration and capacitor
control; Dong [29-30] proposed a improved adaptive
genetic algorithm to optimizing capacitor switching and
a simplified branch exchange for each genetic instance at
each iteration of capacitor optimization algorithm. Chang
[31] proposed an ant colony search algorithm (ACSA)
showed that the performance of the ACSA method is better
than those obtained by the SA and GA, but the approach
only considering fixed capacitors.
This paper presents a genetic algorithm for optimal loss
minimization of distribution systems under jointly optimal
capacitor setting and feeder reconfiguration. The proposed
methodology has the following characteristics:
r

r

r
r
r

It solves a multi-objective optimization problem
for capacitor setting and feeder reconfiguration
simultaneously, considering operating and engineering
constraints.
It is applicable to large-scale distribution systems
with comprehensive modelling of diverse distribution
components; including loads represented by diverse
voltage dependent models, fixed and switchable
capacitors, sectionalizing and tie switches, transformer
losses.
It considers power losses and capacitors costs.
It considers a non-iterative power flow method for
losses estimation.
It attains a higher quality solution than classical
methods for loss reduction in distribution systems.
PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a balanced radial distribution network with a known
topological structure, the problem consists on finding, for
each load level, an optimal capacitor setting and a radial
network among all possible radial networks generated
with the switch condition changes (reconfiguration)
and all possible capacitors types considered (capacitor
placement), that minimizes the power and energy losses
and that does not infringe the networks load flows and
145
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operational constraints. This is a combinatorial, non
differentiable and a mixed integer non-linear optimization
problem.
The simultaneous solution of the optimal reconfiguration
and capacitor setting problem determines which network
switches should be open and which closed as well as
capacitor types, sizes, control and locations in order to
reduce losses, to improve voltage profile and, in a more
limited way, to increase feeder capacity, under different
load curves conditions and satisfying equipment and
operation constraints.
In this paper the objective function is formulated as
minimization of costs and investments (C) over a time
period T, including power losses and energy losses, then
the objective is to reduce the energy losses and peak power
losses (PPmax) on the system while striving to minimize the
cost of capacitor in the system (Cc). The cost of a switch
state condition change is not considered. The mathematical
formulation is described in equation (1).
min C  CE p (T ) CPp (T ) Cc

(1)

Subject to:
Vmin a Vi (t ) a Vmax

i  1, 2,...n, 0  t  T

I j (t ) a I max

j  1, 2,...(n 1) , 0  t  T

j

QC (t ) a QC
k

max

QC (t )  QCdisp
m
k
N cond a nc

m  1; 2,.... Ncdisp

: Upper and lower limit for bus voltage
: Current magnitude of branch j and upper
limit
QCk,QCmax k : k-th capacitor reactive power and upper
limit
QCdisp m
: m-th available level of capacitor reactive
power
n
: The total number of buses
Ncond
: The Number of new capacitors
NCdisp
: The Number of available level for new
capacitors
Nc
: Upper limit for new capacitors
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A set of simplified feeder-line flow formulations called
“Simplified Power Summation Method” is employed to
avoid complex power flow computation [20].
P(t)
P0
P1
PNniv
T

ΔTj

Figure 1. Discrete load duration curve.
Nniv
CE p  T  Ke £ Pp  j  $T j
j 1

(2)

CPp  T  Kp  Ppmax

(3)

k  1, 2,.... N cond , 0  t  T

No feeder section can be left out of service and radial
network structure must be retained.
Where:
Vmin,Vmax
Ij, Imax j

The energy (CEp) and active power losses (CPp) costs
associated to a particular network configuration are
evaluated with the equation (2), (3), where Ke is the
energy cost factor and Kp is the active power cost factor.
To calculate the energy losses in the system, the load
variations for a given period of time T are taken into
account considering the load profile, using the load
duration curve, Figure 1.

The formulation considers fixes (Qcf) and switches (Qcv)
capacitors with a cost function such as Figure 2 shows.
Capacitors Cost, CC (Qc) [US$]
CNCdisp

C1
C0
Capacitor reactive power, Qc [kVAr]

Figure 2. Capacitors cost function.
From Figure 2, the total cost for new capacitor allocation
(Cc) is given by equation (4).
ncv

CC  £ C (QCVi )
i 1

ncf

£ C QCFi
i 1

(4)
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GENETIC ALGORITHM
To solve the optimization problem formulated in
equation (1) a genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed, the
most popular form of Evolutionary Algorithms, inspired
by the principle of evolution and, in essence, consists
on a population of strings transformed by three genetic
operators: selection, crossover and mutation. Each string
(chromosome) represents a possible solution to the problem
being optimized and each part of the string (sub string)
represents a value for some variable of the problem (gene).
These solutions are classified by an evaluation function,
giving better values, or fitness, to better solutions. Each
solution must be evaluated by the fitness function (having
the role of environment) to produce a value. The pair
(chromosome, fitness) represents an individual. The
GA algorithm proposed in this paper has the following
characteristics, [26].
Coding
Each possible radial distribution system with some
switches states and capacitor setting is an individual in
the population represented by a four sub string such as
Table 1 shows.
Table 1.

Coding for the feeder reconfiguration and
capacitor setting problem.

Sub string

Coding

Interpretation

Capacitor
reactive
power (Qc)

Integer

Vector with elements that
designate the Qc for each
load level.

Capacitor
allocation

Integer

Vector with elements that
designate the bus number for
the capacitor placement.

Switches
states

Binary

Vectors with the switches
states for each load level

Network
configuration

Integer

Predecessor vectors that
designate the network topologic
for each load level.

The sub string is as follows:
An integer code to the reactive power, considering fixed
and switched capacitor for each load level.
An Integer code to designate the bus capacitor location.
A binary code to the switches states for each load level.
If the binary value is zero the switch is open and it is one
the switch is closed.

An integer code to the topological system configuration
for each load label based on a predecessor vector [26];
this representation indicates for each node its predecessor,
in other words, the nearer node from which receives the
feeding.
Initialization
A random initial population is considered. Parameters of
GA must be initialized such as generation size, population
size, crossover probability and mutation probability for
capacitor addition and feeder reconfiguration.
Fitness Evaluation
All individual are evaluated with the same fitness function.
The fitness function incorporates the objective function,
i.e., the total costs associated to power losses, energy
losses and capacitors equation (1) with cost penalties if
a individual violates any of the constraints. The fitness
function, fk, can be expressed as follows:
fk  C k

A  $Vk

B  $I k

(5)

Where:
Ck : Total cost of individual k (equation 1)
A : Voltage penalty factor
B : Current penalty factor
$Vk : Voltage constraints
$Ik : Currents constraints
A significant value (over 10000) is given to A, B penalty
factors if the associated voltage or current constraint is
violated, this makes the objective function more away
from the undesirable solution.
Reproduction operation
In this operation, the matting pool needs to be formed by
the population in proportion to their elitism. Elite ones
will copy more to the matting pool. The roulette wheel
selection was used to guarantee the occupancy of an area
equal to the individual’s share of the total fitness.
Crossover
Given a switched and capacitor crossover probability, a
crossover is performed considering one or more crossover
point.
Mutation
Given a switched and capacitor crossover probability,
random alteration of genes in an individual may occur.
A switches mutation represents a simple bit change; a
capacitor mutation represents a change in bus number to
any valid location or the reactive power setting.
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TEST RESULTS

16 bus IEEE test system
This is a frequently studied IEEE distribution system
obtained from [15] and displayed in Figure 3. The system
consists of 16 buses, three feeders, 13 sectionalizing
switches and three tie switches. This system is used in
this paper with two purposes, in the first place to validate
the proposed method and in second place to show the
advantage of the proposed GA method.

The proposed method was implemented in the C
programming language on a Pentium III 550MHz, to
demonstrate its performance two system benchmarks
was considered for this paper: first a 16 bus IEEE system
used to validate the proposed GA methodology with
other references [25] and a 733 bus practical distribution
system used to test the algorithm efficiency on a practical
distribution network [26].
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9

9
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6

7
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Load Center

5

s25
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5

Tie Switch

7

6

Initial configuration
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1

2
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8

6
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1

2

Feeder 3

13
10

14

9

9

5

11

s23

11
12

12

15

15
6

7

16

Case c) final configuration.
first capacitor addition
and then reconfiguration

16

3

4

14

7

Case b) final configuration,
only capacitor placement

8

13
10

15

16

Case a) final configuration,
only feeder reconfiguration

3

4

5

12
15

Sectionalizing Switch

Feeder 1

11

12

7

6

16

Case d) final configuration.
both capacitor addition and
reconfiguration simultaneously

Figure 3. Final system configurations for the 16 bus IEEE system, case 1.
Case 1
Simulation results are presented for the 16 bus IEEE system
and compared to the feeder reconfiguration and capacitor
setting obtained from [25], which use simulated annealing
(SA) to solve the problem, both feeder reconfiguration
and setting of capacitor are taken into account together,
but only power losses reduction is considered.
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The system load is assumed to be constant and buses
4, 8 and 13 are selected to set up capacitor banks for
feeder 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Practical size available
for the capacitor banks are 300, 600, 900, 1200, 1500
and 1800 kVAr. In order to compare results, this paper
has considered the same four cases presented by Su [25].
These four cases are the following:
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Case a: Only feeder reconfiguration is considered.
Case b: Only capacitor addition is considered.
Case c: Both capacitor addition and feeder reconfiguration
are considered; however, capacitor addition is
carried out before feeder reconfiguration.
Case d: Both capacitor addition and feeder reconfiguration
are considering and are taken into account
simultaneously.
The genetic parameters setting considered for all simulation
cases are show in Table 2, the initial population is randomly
determined according to the system size and crossover
rate according to typical value for GA algorithm.
The final system configuration for the four cases studied
are depicted in Figure 3 and summarized in Table 3.
Taken into account both capacitor setting and feeder
reconfiguration simultaneously can generate more power
losses reduction than considering them separately, such
as Figure 4 shows.
Table 2. Genetic parameters setting. Case 1.
Genetic Parameter

Setting

Initial population size

100

Preserved population size

50

Switches mutation rate [%]

0.01

Capacitor mutation rate [%]

0.01

Crossover rate [%]

20

Crossover point rate for capacitor [%]

35

Crossover point rate for switches [%]

7

Total Power Loss [kW]
540

Case b

520
500

Case a

480

Case d

460
440
1

25

49

73

97

121

145

169

193

Generations

Figure 4. Genetic algorithm performance for the case 1.
The obtained results are the same as [25] presents and
validate the proposed methodology. Table 3 show that
case d) can reduce power loss the most among these
four cases.
Case 2
It is important to point out that the approaches proposed
in this paper minimize the total costs, considering active
power and energy losses, and fixed or switched capacitor
placement. However, the reference [25] only minimizes
active power losses with only fixed capacitors.
Then to show some of the advantages and simulation
alternatives of the proposed approach the 16 bus IEEE
system was studied with the following considerations:
r

Three load level were considered with the load
duration data (T=one year) for the system presented
in Table 4.

Table 3. Results for the four cases studied on the 16 bus IEEE system, case 1.
Original
configuration

Case a

Case b

Case c

Case d

Switches status alternated

—

{15,19}, {21,17}

—

{15,19},{21,17}

{15,19}, {21,17}

Maximum bus voltage

1

1

1

1

1

Minimum bus voltage

0.96927

0.971575

0.97132

0.97362

0.97362

Bus 4

—

—

1800

1800

1800

Bus 8

—

—

1800

1800

1800

0

0

900

Main items

Capacitors added [Kvar]:

Bus 13
Total power loss [MW]
Power loss reduction [%]

0.5144

0.4691

0.4971

0.4552

0.4543

—

8.81

3.37

11.51

11.69
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Table 4.

level 0

level 1

level 2

1.1

0.6

0.3

1000

6760

1000

Load level (p.u.)
Time interval (hours)

r

Under these conditions the same four cases were analyzed.
A costs comparison results are presented in Table 5 and
the detail for the case d is summarized in Table 6.

Load duration data. Case 2.

From Table 5 it can be observed that the best solution
corresponded to case d), with both feeder reconfiguration and
capacitor setting are taken into account simultaneously.

Voltage and current constraints were considered:
Vmax =1.1 pu., Vmin = 0.9 pu., Imin = 0.18 pu.
Instead of minimizing only power losses, the costs of
capacitor and power-energy losses were considered too.
The cost constants assumed for this problem according
to equation (2), (3) are the following:Kp=300US$/
kW/year, Ke=0.1 US$/kWh and Kc=5 US$/kVAr.
The same switched and capacitors from the case 1
were considered, but now they can be located in any
bus of the system.

r

r

Table 5.

733 bus test system
To analyze a large-scale distribution system a quite
efficient string representation model was developed and
a balanced distribution system modeling was employed,
with comprehensive modeling of diverse components
such as distribution lines, core losses in transformers,
loads represented by diverse voltage dependent models
and fixed or switched capacitors.

Costs comparison for a 16 bus IEEE system, case 2.
Main items

Initial configuration

Case a

Case b

Case c

Case d

Max total power loss [MW]

0.6316

0.5988

0.5764

0.5574

0.5513

Total Cost loss [US$]

388427

377669

353230

354591

345352

—

2.8

9.1

8.7

11.1

Cost loss reduction [%]
Table 6.

Final results for 16 bus IEEE system, case 2.
Considering both capacitor addition and reconfiguration simultaneously.
Main items

Load level 0

Load level 1

Level 2

{17,21} {19,15}

{17,21} {19,15}

{14,26} {17,21} {19,15}

Maximum bus voltage

1.000

1.000

1.002

Minimum bus voltage

0.972

0.988

0.998

Bus 8

1800

0

0

Bus 7

1500

300

0

Bus 9

1200

0

0

0.5513

0.1700

0.0759

Switches status alternated

Capacitors added [Kvar]

Total power loss [MW]
Table 7.

Cost comparison for a practical 733-bus distribution system.

Max. power loss [KW]
Total loss cost [US$]
Loss cost reduction [%]

150

Initial
configuration

Only capacitor
placement

Only feeder
reconfiguration

Both capacitor placement and
reconfiguration simultaneously

737

677

654

601

100011

97334

89141

88866

—

2.7%

10.9%

11.2%
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The method has been applied to a practical distribution
system. It is a three-phase balance network, 13.8 kV, with
733 buses, 118 switches and 754 laterals.
Time variation of load is also involved, using annual load
duration data, Table 8. Details of the data of this example
system can be found in [26].
Table 8.

Annual load duration data for 733 buses
system.
level 0 level 1 level 2 level 3

Load level (p.u.)

1.03

0.894

0.771

0.589

Time interval (hrs.)

2160

2160

2160

2160

Voltage and current constraints were considered:

In addition, it can be seen from Table 7 that simultaneously
taking into account both feeder reconfiguration and
capacitor placement is more effective than using only
one technique. The genetic algorithm performance in this
case is shows in Figure 5.
Total Lost Cost [US$]
100
99
98
97
96
95
94
93
92
91
90

Vmax =1.15 pu., Vmin = 0.85 pu., Imin = 0.18 pu.

0 175

A variable switched capacitor bank with four labels 150,
300, 450, 600 kVAr was assumed and a maximum of 4
new capacitor is considered. The capacitors cost function
is given in equation (6)
C(Q) = 810 US$ + 1.5 US$/KvAr (Q)

(6)

Instead of minimizing only power losses, energy and peak
load loss reduction, and capacitor cost are considered in
the cost function. The cost constants assumed for this
problem according to equation (2), (3) are the following:
Kp=0,01938 US$/kWh, Ke=9.1 US$/kW/year. Table 9
summarize the genetics parameters.
Test results confirm that the proposed approach can
efficiently search the optimal or near-optimal solution
for energy and power loss cost minimization considering
feeder reconfiguration and capacitor placement.
Table 9.

Generation

Figure 5. Genetic algorithm performance for a 733 buses
test system.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper a genetic algorithm (GA) is proposed for
loss cost minimum optimization in distribution systems.
The approach has been tested in many networks and the
test results lead to the following conclusions:
r

Taken into account both capacitor setting and feeder
reconfiguration simultaneously can generate around
10% more energy-power losses reduction than
considering them separately.

r

An efficient coding system was developed for applying
GA to the target problem; it handles possible generation
of strings with violation of operational constraints,
so that the proposed approach has a high efficiency
in power-energy cost loss reduction.

r

As size of the network and the load levels considered
increase, the simultaneous solution requires more
computational time than the separately solution (only
reconfiguration or only capacitor setting).

r

A detailed distribution network modeling is employed, it
include loads represented by diverse voltage dependent
models, load duration curve, fixed and switched
capacitor, sectionalising and tie switches, transformer
losses, fixed and variable capacitors costs. For this
reason the result presented in this paper shown that
the proposed approach has better response than other
methods and is suitable for application to large-scale
practical distribution systems.

Genetics parameters for 733 buses test system.

Genetic Parameter
Initial population
Evolution population
Maximum iterations
Switch mutation rate (%)
Capacitor mutation rate (%)
Crossover rate (%)
Switch crossover point (%)
Fixed capacitor crossover point
Capacitor placement crossover point (%)
Capacitor size crossover point
Penalty voltage factor (US$/V)
Penalty current factor (US$/V)

Setting value
1000
400
4000
0.005
0.001
20
20
20
20
20
15000
15000

350 525 700 875 1125 1375 1625 1875 2125 2375 2625 2875
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